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What do soundness/completeness of negative translations of intutionis-
tic modal logics, extension stability of preservativity/provability logics and
the use of nuclei on Heyting Algebra Expansions (haes) to form other haes
have in common? As it turns out, in all those cases one deals with a certain
kind of subframe property for a given logic, i.e., the question whether the
logic in question survives a transition to at least some types of substruc-
tures of a specific (usually Kripke) semantics. The nucleic perspective on
subframe logics has been introduced by Bezhanishvili and Ghilardi [2007] for
the purely (super)intuitionistic syntax, i.e., without modalities or other ad-
ditional connectives. It has not been employed so much in the modal setting,
mostly because the focus in the field tends to be on modal logics with clas-
sical propositional base, and nuclei are a rather trivial notion in the boolean
setting. However, things are very different intuitionistically. Since the 1970’s,
nuclei have been studied in the context of point-free topologies (a.k.a. lattice-
complete Heyting algebras), sheaves and Grothendieck topologies on toposes
[Fourman and Scott, 1979], and finally arbitrary Heyting algebras [Macnab,
1981]. Other communities may know them as lax modalities [Fairtlough and
Mendler, 1997] or strong monads (when algebras are understood as posets,
and posets are understood as skeleton categories).

The presentation marries the nucleic view on subframe properties with
the framework of describable operations introduced to study subframe logics
in Wolter [1993]. Wolter’s original setting was restricted to classical modal
logics, but with minimal care his setup can be made to work intuitionisti-
cally and nuclei provide the missing ingredient to make it fruitful. From
this perspective, we revisit our earlier syntactic studies of soundness and
completeness of negative translations in modal logic [Litak et al., 2017] or
extension stability for preservativity logics of Heyting Arithmetic (HA) based
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constructive strict implication J [Litak and Visser, 2022]. Various character-
ization and completeness results can be obtained in a generic way. Further
applications in progress include, e.g., a joint study with Georg Struth of a
describable nucleus on (B)BI yielding the class of intuitionistic (affine) asser-
tions of separation logic [Ishtiaq and O’Hearn, 2001, §9] or nucleic perspective
on algebraic cut elimination and algebraic proof theory [Belardinelli et al.,
2004].
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